CONTAIN YOUR BRUSH JOY.

Give your blending a boost with a luxuriously soft eye color brush that gives your favorite look a seamless finish.

- Helps you create looks from simple to smoky.
- High-quality, synthetic bristles help you blend eye shadow evenly.
- Rounded shape helps hold product without spilling or fallout.

New!

Mary Kay® Eye Blending Brush, $12

Give your blending a boost with a luxuriously soft eye color brush that gives your favorite look a seamless finish.

New bundle!

Buy the NEW Mary Kay® Eye Blending Brush + the NEW limited-edition† Mary Kay® Brush Organizer as a bundle for $22, while supplies last.

Cut the clutter with a cute and clever (not to mention portable) brush organizer. Perfect for storing all your Mary Kay® makeup brushes, including the NEW Mary Kay® Eye Blending Brush. Its flexible top adjusts to organize all your brushes, and its removable top makes it easy to clean.

But you can only get it as part of this limited-time† offer that features BOTH the NEW Mary Kay® Eye Blending Brush and this brush organizer for just $22, while supplies last!

New bundle!

Mary Kay® Essential Brush Collection, $55

This must-have collection gives makeup-lovers five high-quality, precisely shaped brushes, ideal for creating a range of looks, packed in a stylish, portable clutch. Includes Mary Kay®:

- Cheek Brush
- All-Over Powder Brush
- Eye Smudger Brush
- All-Over Eye Shadow Brush
- Eye Crease Brush

GIVE BRUSHES TLC.

Cleaning makeup brushes is a must, and this handy fast-drying cleaner removes makeup buildup from brushes. Helps condition brushes and leaves them with a light, fresh scent.

Mary Kay® Brush Cleaner, $10

GET THIS OFFER BEFORE IT’S GONE! CONTACT ME, YOUR INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT, TODAY!